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ABSTRACT 
An algorithm for determining the Jordan normal form of a matrix is presented. 
The algorithm implements the geometric approach given by Gantmacher. Using this 
algorithm, structures of the Jordan blocks of the matrix can be completely determined 
by means of symbolic computation. The approximation of eigenvalues of the matrix 
has no influence on this structure. 0 Elsevier Science Inc., 1997 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The numerical computation for the Jordan normal form of a given matrix 
can be traced back to the 1970s e.g., see [3], [4], [lo], and [El. Usually, the 
singular value decomposition (SVD) method is used to ascertain the struc- 
tures of the Jordan blocks and compute the Jordan normal form of a matrix. 
The difficulty of this method lies in a critical distinction between equal and 
unequal eigenvalues for computing the rank and determining finally the block 
structures. In numerical computation, it is, in general, difficult to determine 
whether a matrix has exactly equal eigenvalues. Since the sensitivity of 
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computing the rank to perturbations in a matrix degrades the reliability in 
determining the rank, the method can sometimes alter the structure of the 
Jordan normal form radically [9]. R ecently, the computation of the Jordan 
normal form of a matrix has been studied in several articles. The algebraic 
theory of matrices is used in [Id] to present a parallel algorithm for ascertain- 
ing the structures of the Jordan blocks of a matrix. A Las Vegas type 
probabilistic algorithm is discussed in [7] to compute the normal forms of a 
matrix. An incorrect answer can never result from the Las Vegas type 
algorithm, and the probability that it will obtain a correct answer is shown to 
be at least i. 
The Jordan normal form of a matrix consists of two parts: the structures of 
the Jordan blocks and the eigenvalues of the matrix. In this paper we use the 
geometric theory of minimal polynomials of a matrix [5] to develop an 
algorithm for computing the Jordan normal form of a given matrix. The 
algorithm first determines the structures of the Jordan blocks of a matrix 
without solving for its eigenvalues, and then finds eigenvalues of the matrix, 
as zeros of its minimal polynomials, to fill in the diagonal entries of the 
Jordan blocks. There are two crucial steps for determining the structures of 
the Jordan blocks of a matrix in our algorithm. One is to determine the 
minimal polynomials and their corresponding cyclic subspaces by using a Las 
Vegas type algorithm with probability one for obtaining the correct answer. 
The other is to ascertain the structures of the minimal polynomials. The most 
important feature of our algorithm is that the implementations of these two 
steps can all be carried out by symbolic computation, which consists of exact 
rational operations. Therefore, if the entries of a given matrix are all rational, 
then the structures of the Jordan blocks in its Jordan normal form can be 
determined exactly without approximating its eigenvalues. 
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we introduce 
some of the basic concepts and results, including some notation, that will be 
utilized repeatedly in subsequent sections. In Section 3 we review the 
theoretical background and outline the algorithm developed in this paper. In 
Section 4, the implementation of the algorithm outlined in Section 3 is 
discussed in detail. In Section 5, a computational experiment is presented to 
illustrate the effectiveness of our algorithm. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We use F(“) to denote an n-dimensional vector space over the number 
field F, and HA] is the polynomial ring on K In this paper, we only deal 
with F being rational, real, or complex. We may regard an n X n matrix A 
as a linear operator from F’“’ to F(“‘. 
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DEFINITION 2.1. A subspace S of F (“) is invariant under A (or is an 
invariant subs-pace of A) if Ax E S whenever x E S. 
For x # 0 in F(“). consider the sequence 
x, Ax, A2x,..., A’x,... . (1) 
Since F(“) is an n-dimensional space, these vectors defined in (1) cannot all 
be linearly independent, so there exists an integer k < rr such that Akx is the 
first vector (i.e., the one with the lowest exponent) which is linearly depen- 
dent on its predecessors x, Ax, A2x, . . . , Ak- lx. 
DEFINITION 2.2. The subspace spanned by x, Ax,. . . , Ak- lx is called a 
cyclic subspace of F’“‘. 
DEFINITION 2.3. If the manic polynomial q(A) = A”’ - (a,,,h”‘- ’ 
+ ... +a,A + a,) ENA] satisfies 
q~( A)x = 0 (2) 
for certain vector x E F(“), then the polynomial &A) will be called an 
annihilating polynomial for x (with respect to the operator A). If, for every 
vector x E F’“‘, q(A) satisfies (2), then q(A) is regarded as an annihilating 
polynomial for the space F (“) (with respect to the operator A). The polyno- 
mial with least degree among all of the annihilating polynomials for a given 
vector (or F’“‘) will be called the minimal polynomial for the given vector (or 
F’“‘). 
Note that every annihilating polynomial for a given vector (or F(“)) is 
divisible by the minimal polynomial for the vector (or F(“)). Obviously, the 
minimal polynomial for F(“) is divisible by any minimal polynomial for any 
vector in F’“‘. 
A vector x E F’“’ is said to be a regular vector if its minimal polynomial 
coincides with the minimal polynomial of F(“). 
THEOREM 2.1 [5]. There always exists a regular vector in F(“). 
THEOREM 2.2 [ll]. Almost every vector in F(“) is regular. 
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Similar concepts and statements to those introduced above can be re- 
peated in any subspace U c F(“) as well as any quotient space F(“‘/V where 
V is some fKed subspace invariant with respect to A. All these concepts 
repeated in a quotient space will be called relative, in contrast to the absolute 
concepts that were introduced above. For instance, a polynomial cp( A) is a 
relative minimal polynomial for a vector y E F(“)/V if 
q(A)y=O(modV). 
Notice that the relative minimal polynomial of a vector (or F(“)/V) is a 
divisor of the absolute one. 
Side by side with the absolute statements of Theorem 2.1 and 2.2 we have 
“relative” statements. For instance, there always exists a vector in F(“)/V 
whose relative minimal polynomial coincides with the relative minimal poly- 
nomial of the whole space F(“)/V. 
DEFINITION 2.4. When a polynomial 5 E flh] has the decomposition 
where m, (i = 1,2,. . . , r) is a nonnegative integer, then the decomposition 
is called a squarefree decomposition if gcd( tj, &‘I = 1 and gcd( &, tj) = 1 
for i + j; i, j = 1,. . . , r. Moreover, { ,$r, ts,. . . , 5,) will be called a square- 
free relative prime basis of 5. 
Generally, the squarefree decomposition of a polynomial is not unique 
over fl A], and the irreducible decomposition of a polynomial is the extreme 
form of its squarefree decompositions. 
A common squarefree relatively prime basis (h,, . . . , h,} c s[ A] for a set 
of polynomials { g r, . . . , g,,,) c fl A] is a squarefree relatively prime basis of 
each gi, i = 1,. . . , m. 
An algorithm involving probability is said to be of the Las Vegas type if 
obtaining the correct result eventually is guaranteed and probability only 
enters into speed considerations 1141. From Theorem 2.2, a regular vector in 
F’“’ can be found by a Las Vegas type algorithm. To begin with, we choose a 
vector v in F’“’ at random and find its minimal polynomial. This polynomial 
may fail to coincide with the minimal polynomial of F(“), although, from 
Theorem 2.2, the probability of that is zero. When that happens, a different 
vector v’ in F(“’ will be randomly chosen, and its minimal polynomial will be 
calculated to see if it annihilates the whole space. Eventual success, sooner or 
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latter, in finding a regular vector is guaranteed by Theorem 2.2. The 
probability one (“almost every”) in the theorem leads to extremely early 
success of this process. In practice, we always find a regular vector in our first 
attempt. 
3. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND OUTLINE OF 
THE ALGORITHM 
3.1. Theoretical Background of the Algorithm 
THEOREM 3.1 [S]. Relative to a given linear operator A, the vector space 
F’“’ can always be split into a direct sum of cyclic subspaces W,, W,, . . . , W, 
with minimal polynomials U,(h), q.J A), . . . , ‘Pt< A) in fl A] respectively, 
F’“’ = W, @ W, @ -a- @ W,, (3) 
such that U,(A) is the minimal polynomial of F’“’ and each qj’j< A) is divisible 
by qj+ ,(A) (j = 1,2,. . . , t - 11, that is, 
‘Pt(A) I ‘I’_,(A) I *-a I ‘PI(A). (4) 
Moreover, qj+ 1(A) is the relative minimal polynomial of F(“)/(W, @ W, 
@ a** G3 WI> for-j = l,...,t - 1. 
The following theorem plays an important role in determining the struc- 
tures of the Jordan blocks in the Jordan normal form of A (see also [6], [13], 
and [Id]). 
THEOREM 3.2. There is a common squarefree relatively prime basis 
(cpl, (P2>..-> cp,) in HA] for the minimal polynomials qI, q2, . . . , qt in 
Theorem 3.1. These minimal polynomials can be represented as follows: 
where m Ik>m2ka ‘.. >mfk, > 0 for k = 1,2, . . . , r. 
To prove the above theorem, we first establish the following lemmas. 
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LEMMA 3.1. For a given WA) E fi A], via finitely many purely rational 
operations one can always jnd a squarefree relatively prime basis 
(cp,, $3, *. *, cp,} of W(h) such that 
w(h) = [ ~d4]~‘[cps(A)l~* **- [cps<31m’~ (6) 
where m, > 0 (i = 1,2,. . . , s) are integers and ml < m2 < *** < m,. 
Proof, Group all simple factors of WA) which have the same multiple 
in the complex number field C. Then *(A) can be represented by 
WA) = [ v~(A)]~‘[ c~zO)]~* ... [cp,<4]mS~ (7) 
wheregcd(cp,,(d/dA)cp,)=landgcd(cP,,v;)=lforiZj,i,j=1,2,...,~. 
Now it only needs to be verified that qo,, (p2, . . . , cp, are all in sT[ Al and all of 
them can be obtained via finitely many rational operations over 9’IAl. 
Since cp,( A) is a factor of order m, of *(A), q+(A) is a factor of order 
m, - k of (dk/dAk)WA> for k < m,. Let 
*(A), &‘(A) l=l ,...,m,; (8) 
then it follows immediately that d,(A) has the following form: 
d,(A) = cpf’-‘( A)c&( A) ... &“-“(A), (9) 
with the restriction [ cp,( A)]“‘-’ = 1 if mi - 1 < 0, i = 1,2, . . . , S. 
Denoteq(A) = di_,(A)/di(A)fori = l,...,m, - Iwith &(A) = WA); 
then 
dd A) ql( A) = - = 
4( A) 
cpdA)cp,(A) *** R(A), 
(10) 
d 
17,,(A) = 
,*-1(A) 
d (A) = cp,(A) ... %(A), 
m2 
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q&q = 
4ns - d *) 
d (A) = cp,(*)- 
m, 
Hence, 
(11) 
Note that (8), (lo), and (11) can all be accomplished by finitely many 
rational operations over s[ A]; hence cpl, 50~) . . . , cp, must belong to s[ Al. ??
LEMMA 3.2. For given *(A) and @(A) in s[ A] with WA) I W(h), one 
can always find a comnwn squarefree relatively prime basis I cpl, (pz, . . . , cp,) 
via finitely many purely rational aperations such that 
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, we may assume that W(A) has a squarefree 
relatively prime basis (vl, Q, . . . , Q} with decomposition 
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and @(A) can be expressed as 
where each c/i < pi is a nonnegative integer and 0, is not divisible by vi for 
i = 1,2 ,...) k. 
If ri = gcd(vi, 0,) has positive degree, then 77, has a nontrivial decompo- 
sition 
q = Ti &. (14) 
For those i’s with 7i = 1, let .$ = 77,. Then @,(A) can be rewritten as 
0, = +f? . . . TLk 0 2, 
where each 1, (i = 1,2,. . . , k) is a nonnegative integer and deg 0, -C deg 0,. 
ri and ti for vi, a new squarefree relatively prime basis contained in 
Irr, 51, 72, 52, * * * > rk, tk} of ZI’ is obtained such that 
and 
Repeating the preceding procedure, a common squarefree relatively 
prime basis (qr, . . . , cp,) of *(A) can be obtained, via finitely many steps, for 
which 
*(A) = [cp,(~)]““[cp,(A)]“‘r -[v~(A)]“~~ (15) 
and 
@(A) = [ cpl( A)]“‘[ cpd A)]“’ ... [ cpsP)]““@(A) (16) 
with gcd( ‘pi, 0) = 1, i = 1,2,. . . , s. But then O(A) must be a constant. 
Otherwise, since a( A) I *(A) pl’ rm res @(A) 1 q(A), there exists at least one 
‘pi (1 < i < s) such that gcd((p(, 0) f 1. N 
REMARK 3.1. Even if ‘P(A) is not divisible by @(A) in Lemma 3.2, a 
common squarefree relatively prime basis of both 9(A) and @(A) can still be 
obtained via finitely many purely rational operations. In fact, if O(A) in (16) 
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is not a constant, then, by Lemma 3.1, O(h) h as a squarefree relatively prime 
basis {pi, TV,. . . , T*}. Since gcd( cp,( A), 0) = 1 for i = 1,2,. . . , s, 
\ 
{F$(P2 >...> ‘pz>71>72 ,...> T11 
is a squarefree relatively prime basis of @. Obviously, it is also a squarefree 
relatively prime basis of W. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. The assertion of the theorem is a direct conse- 
quence of the above lemma by mathematical induction. 
Suppose the theorem holds for 2 <j < t, that is, l*#=, has a common 
squarefree relatively prime basis {pi, Q, . . . , q}. Since {ni, Q, . . . , 77,) is a 
squarefree relatively prime basis of qj and qj+ i I qj, a new squarefree 
relatively prime basis of qj and qj+ 1 can be obtained by repeating the same 
procedure described in Lemma 3.2. Moreover, each vi either is in the new 
squarefree relatively prime basis or can be rewritten as a product of polyno- 
mials in the new squarefree relatively prime basis. It follows that the new 
squarefree relatively prime basis {‘pi, (pe, . . . , cp,} of ‘Pj and qj+ , is also a 
common squarefree relatively prime basis of (W,}iz:. ??
THEOREM 3.3 [S]. For {cp,, pz, . . . , cp,} in Theorem 3.2, let pk = deg (Pk, 
k = l,..., r. Then, corresponding to each c&“~” in (S), k = 1,. . . , r, i = 
1 > . . . 1 t, there are pk mik x mik Jordan blocks of the form 
*kl 1 0 
*kl 1 
h,i ‘. 
1 
0 Akl 
\ 
J 
l= l,...,pk, (17) 
“‘,kxn’,k 
in theJordan normal form of A. Those hkl’s are zeros (If pk. In fact, they are 
eigenvalues of A, which may or may not be in 91 
REMARK 3.2. Squarefree decompositions of the minimal polynomials 
*i,*z,...,*t in Theorem 3.2 can be implemented by using symbolic 
computation. From Theorem 3.3, as long as those decomposition in (5) are 
achieved, the structure of the Jordan normal form of A can be determined 
exactly, without knowing the zeros of the (P~‘s. The approximation of those 
zerosof (Pi, k = I,..., r, has no influence on this structure. 
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In the following, we give a trivial lemma which will be used in Section 4 
to implement our algorithm. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let B be an n x n invertible matrix with columns b 1, . . . , b, . 
Then for any given vector y E F(“), B - ’ y represents the coordinates of y 
under the basis {b,, . . . , b,}. 
Proof. Let B-‘y=x=[x,,...,~,]~.Theny=Bximplies 
y = xlb, + qb, + -1. +x,b,. ??
3.2. Outline of the Algorithm 
Following what was described in the last section, we outline our algorithm 
for determining the Jordan normal form of a given matrix A as follows. 
Step A. Generate all the cyclic subspaces W,, W,, . . . , W, and their corre- 
sponding minimal polynomials *r(A), W,(h), . . . , qt( A) in Theorem 
3.1. where 
F’“’ = W, @ W, @ 1.. @ W,, 
and 
These qi(A)‘s and W,‘s can be found inductively by the following 
steps: 
Al. Find a vector vi E F(“’ and an integer k, for which 
vi. Av,,..., AklP1 vi are linearly independent and Aklvl is a 
linear combination of those vectors, i.e., 
Ak’vl = ak,_lA kl-lV1 + .*a +a,Av, + a,vl. 
Then 
ql(A) = Akl - (ak,_iAkl-l + *.* +a,A + aa) 
is the minimal polynomial of vi. Use the Las Vegas type 
algorithm described in Section 2, if necessary, to ensure that 
vi is a regular vector, or equivalently, ‘Pi(A) is the minimal 
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A2. 
polynomial of F(“). Let 
W, = Span{“,, Av,, . . . , Akl-‘v,}. 
For 1 < i < t, suppose the cyclic subspaces Wi, . . . , W, and 
their corresponding minimal polynomials *i(A), ‘P,< A), . . . , 
W,(h) have been constructed. For j = 1,. . . , i, let kj = 
deg qj’j< A) and 
Wj = Span{?, A?, . . . , A+} 
for vectors vi, . . . , vi in F’“‘. 
I. Let Si = W, @ W, @ *** @ Wi. Apply step Al to the 
quotient space F(“)/S, to find the relative minimal poly- 
nomial wi + i(A) of F(“‘/S, and a relative regular vector 
v E F(“)/S. 
II. Modify v tda vector vi+ i E F(“) such that vi+ i = v (mod 
Si) and qi + i(A) becomes the (absolute) minimal polyno- 
mial of vi+i, that is, qi + i( A)vi + i = 0. Accordingly, 
vi+i> Avi+i,**., Aki+‘,,. ,+i, where ki+l = deg’Pi+i are 
linearly independent in F(“) and 
vi,..., Ak,-1 vi>*.‘>vi+i, Av,+r,..., Aki+L-l~i+l 
are also linearly independent in F’“‘. Let 
W,+i = Span(vi+i, Avi+ ,,..., Aki+l-l~i+l}. 
Step B. Determine the structures of the Jordan blocks in the Jordan normal 
form of A by the following steps: 
Bl. Find a common squarefree relatively prime basis {pi, ~a, 
. ..) ~,.)of?i,*2,...,~~inflA]suchthat 
(18) 
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where m Ik > mzk > ‘.. >, mtk > 0 for k = 1,2,. . . , r. To 
achieve this, first use Lemma 3.1 to obtain a squarefree 
relatively prime basis of Wi; secondly, modify the squarefree 
relatively prime basis of %‘i so that it becomes a common 
squarefree relatively prime basis for both qi and wZ; then 
apply Lemma 3.2 inductively to modify the known squarefree 
relatively prime basis of qi, w2, . . . , qk _ 1 to a new square- 
free relatively prime basis of q,, qZ, . . . , qk until k = t. 
B2. From Theorem 3.3, corresponding to each @‘I, of (18) for 
k = l,..., r and i = 1,. . . , t, there are pk = deg qk Jordan 
blocks of order mik of the form 
1 
hkl 
0 
1 
*kl 
1 = l,...,pk, (19) 
in the Jordan normal form of A, where the h,,‘s are zeros of 
pk. Notice that the structure of the Jordan normal form of A 
has been determined without finding those hkl’s. 
Step C. Calculate the Jordan normal form of A. After the structure of the 
Jordan normal form of A has been determined in step B, the 
remaining task is to approximate all zeros of the polynomials 
cpi, PO,, *. * 1 q, obtained in step Bl to fill in the diagonal entries of 
the matrices in (19). 
4. DETAILS IN THE IMPLEMENTATION 
In this section, we will discuss in detail the implementation of the 
algorithm outlined in the last section. 
4.1. Implementation of Step A 
Step A: Generate the cyclic subspaces W,, W,, . . . , W, and their corre- 
sponding minimal polynomials *i(h), qZ( A), . . . , qt’,( A), where 
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Al: Choose a vector v E F(“’ at random, and consider the n X (2n + 1) 
matrix 
H, = [v, Av,. . . , A%, Z,], 
where I, = [er,. . . , e,] is the n X 72 identity matrix. In general, we shall 
denote the k X k identity matrix by I,. 
Obviously, if r is the largest integer for which v, Av, . . . , A’- ‘v are 
linearly independent, then Gaussian elimination with row pivoting can be 
used to reduce H, to the following form: 
H,* = 
h *** 11 h 17 hl.,+l * ... * 
. . 
. . . 
’ 0 h;, h,,;+l : -’ i 
0 0 ... 0 
0 ::-.: 
(j ;, ..: ;, 
I* 
where hii # 0 for i = 1,. . . , r, and Z* is the n X n matrix resulting from 
applying the above Gaussian elimination process to I,. 
To obtain the minimal polynomial of v, it suffices to solve the following 
linear system: 
/h 11 h,, ... h,, 
h, .-- h,, 
\ 0 ’ h;, 
After (20) is solved, it is clear that 
\ 1 
/ 
/ \I 
at) 
(1) 
a1 
a’! r 1 
I 
= 
1 \’ 
h l,r+l 
h 2, r+ 1 
il r, r+ 1 
\ 
(20) 
I 
is the minimal polynomial of v. 
Instead of solving (20) by the usual backward substitution, we will find 
(1) (1) a, >a, ,*a., a!‘?, by manipulating the matrix H: for other considerations. 
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First of all, replacing the (r + 2)th to (n + I)th columns of HT with 
e r+ 1,. . . , e, in I, yields a new matrix of the form 
jq = 
h,, ..a 4, ht,r+, 
I 
n--r 
(21) 
Then, Gaussian elimination is applied to reduce HT to the following form: 
,** = 
1 
CO 
I 7 0 
r . 
I ** cr- 1 
0 
0 : I 
n-r 
0 
(22) 
and the coefficients ab’_), . . . , at’?, of q(A) are then available; obviously, 
ail) = ci for i = 0, 1,. . . , f- - 1. 
Now, if r = n, then q(h) is the minimal polynomial of F(“’ and 
F’“’ = W, = Spa&, Av, . . . , A’- ‘v}. Step A is finished. So let us assume 
r < n. For the n X n matrix Z* in (21) write Z* = [u(,‘), . . . , UP’]. It is easy 
to see that there are n - r columns of I*, say u!:‘, . . . , I#,,, for which 
u(l) = (‘) = er+2, 
b; app;;V& 22 
. . . , u!‘) = e “. For instance, when H: is achieved 
aussian eliminatir;lTrwithout requiring row pivoting to H,, then 
Z* = [u(11), . . . , u!‘), e,,,, . . . , e,], namely, u!:, = uyij = e,+j for j = 
1 ,**., n - r. The same consequence takes place if the pivotings only occur 
within the first r rows. If, during the elimination process, say only the jth 
row (j < r) and the (r + k)th rows have been interchanged, then 
z* = [u’:),u~), . . . . uj!J1, e,+k,uj:)l ,... ,u!‘), e,,,,..., 
(1) (1) 
er+k-lTur+kr er+k+lpaeeT en 
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u(i) = U;Uj = e 
‘I r+j for j = l,..., n - r exceptj = k, 
while u(l) = u(l) = 
er+k. 
Wh& Gaissian elimination is applied to transform H, to H,*, it is 
equivalent to say that a nonsingular matrix ,1(l) is constructed such that 
P,(“H, = H,*. Since P,“‘Z, = P,(“[e,, . . . , e,] = Z* = [uy), . . . , u’,“] in P,“‘H, 
= H:, we have P(‘)e. = u!‘), i = 1, . . . , n. In particular, 1 I 
P(‘)e. 1 ‘I 
= u!‘) = e,, 1, 
‘I 
P,(“e. 
‘9 
= ~(1) = er+2, 
‘2 
. . . ) 
P,(‘)e. = u(1) = e ‘n-r ‘“-7 “* (23) 
It follows that ei,, . . . , e,,,_ and v, Av, . . . , 
since Pi” is nonsingular and 
A’- ‘v are linearly independent, 
Pl”[v, Av ,..., A’-lv,e, ,,..., ein_r] 
. . . h lr 
0 
h 11 ... h lr 
0 ’ h;, 
0 
0 
I 
n-r, 
(24) 
is also nonsingular. Consequently, {v, Av, . . . , A’- Iv, e,,, . . . , e,,!_l forms a 
new basis of F(“‘, and if there exists a certain e. ,,, 1 <j < n - r, for which 
9’( A)e,, # 0, then T(h) is not the minimal polynomial of F’“‘, in other 
words, v fails to be a regular vector. In this case, a different vector in F’“’ 
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will be chosen at random and the above procedure will be repeated, making 
our algorithm one of the Las Vegas type, until q(A)eij = 0 for all j = 
1,2,. . . ) n - r. An extremely early success, usually the first try in practice, of 
this procedure can be guaranteed by Theorem 2.2. Now, q’< A>y = 0 for any 
vector y E F(“); therefore W(h) is the minimal polynomial of F’“’ and v is a 
regular vector. Thus we define 
and 
Evidently, {ei,, 
Now, let 
k, = r, 
v1 = v, 
W, = {vl, Av,, . .., Akl-iv,}. 
, ei,_k } forms a basis of the quotient space F’“‘/W,. 
I 
T, = [ v, Av,. . ., Ar-‘v, eil,. . ., ei,_,, ; L 1
then T- ’ = Z** in (22). To see this, let P, 
transfok-ms H: to HT* 
(i) be the nonsingular matrix which 
by Gaussian elimination. Then, in Z’i’)aT = Z?f*, 
Z** = p$‘)Z* = pii)* (P,‘i’Z”) = p~i’p1”‘. 
On the other hand, Pf)(P,“)T,) = (Z’il)P1(l))T, = Z,, from (24). This implies 
that T,’ = p~“Z’1”’ = Z**. 
Since 
T,‘T, = T,’ v, Av,..., A k,-1 v, ej,, . . . , e,,,_,, 1  = I, = [e,,...,e,], 
we have 
T[‘eil = ek,+,,..., T,‘e. tn-k, = e,; 
in other words, the ijth column of T;’ is e k,+jforj=l ,..., n-k,. 
A2: For 1 ,< i < t, suppose the cyclic subspaces Wj (j = 1,. . . , i) and 
their corresponding minimal polynomials qj(A) have been constructed with 
‘P,(A) I *i_l(A) I -** I W,(A), 
and qj(A) is the relative minimal polynomial of F(“)/(W, & -*- @ Wj_l> for 
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each j with the convention W,, = {O}. Moreover, 
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where kj = deg qj(A) and VJ E F’“‘. Let di = k, + a*. +ki. We further 
assume that there are n - di unit vectors 
Iej,,"e,ej,,_,} C {e,,...,e,} 
for which the matrix 
Ti = [ vi, Av, ,..., Akl-iv,, . . . . vi, Av, ,..., Akc-‘vj, ej ,,..., ejn_,,,] 
(25) 
is invertible, and its inverse I’-’ is available. 
Obviously, since TieiT’, = I, = [e,, . . . , e,] we have 
that is, the j,th column of I’-’ is ed +“, for m = 1,. . . , n - di. It has been 
shown in the implementation of step Al that when W, and q,(h) were 
constructed, T, and T,’ were also produced in the process. 
In the following, we discuss the implementation of step A2. 
I: Let Sk = W, @ ... @ W, fork = l,..., i. Since T, in (25) is invertible 
by assumption, {ejl, . . . , ejn_, ) forms a basis of F’“‘/S,. Now, choose a 
nonzero vector v in F’“‘/S,, namely, a linear combination of ej,, . . . , ej,L_d, at 
random, and consider the rr X (2n + 1) matrix 
ii = [y, Av,, . . . . A+‘v,, . . . . vi, Av,, . . . . Akl-‘vi,v, Av ,..., An-d~~, In] 
Denote K[V] = [v, Av, . . . , A”-“tv] and 
Ti- ’ = 
238 
Then, applying Tie ’ to E yields 
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(28) 
Evidently, from Lemma 3.3, the columns of the (n - dj) X (n - di + 1) 
matrix G, are just the coordinates of v, Av, . . . , An-dl~ under the basis 
(eji, . . . , ejn_,l } of F’“‘/S,. Let 9 be the largest integer for which 
v, Av, . . . , Ad- ‘v are linearly independent (mod S,); then Gaussian elimina- 
tion with row pivoting can be used to reduce Hi+, to the following form: 
H* = 
1+ 1 
with gjJ # Oforj = 1,...,9. Write 
IT:, = 
I,, 
g11 
0 
0 
0 
Gl 
. . . 
gh ETl.q+l 
0 . . 
g,9 gq,q+1 
0 
I 
n-cl-9 
0 
\ -1 K 1 1 
i I T-’ * 2 
-1 
CT 1 1 
I 
\ 
I 
* 
2 
, 
I tl-dz 
(29) 
) (30) 
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and apply Gaussian elimination again to reduce gi*, 1 to 
g;+i*+*, = 
Id, 
0 
0 
Gl 
(i+l) 
a0 
I: 0 q. 
e-:' 
0 
0 ; In_,,-q 
0 
-1 (T ) 1
I 1 
** 
T-’ 
2 
(31) 
It follows from the same arguments given in step Al that 
W(A) = A4 - (q:,q-l + . . . +(g+l)A + (g+‘)) (32) 
is the relative minimal polynomial of v in F’“‘/S,, or 
9( A)v = 0 (mod Si) . 
If q = n - dj, then ‘P(A) is the relative minimal polynomial of F(“‘/S,. 
In this case, we let 
ki+l = n - di and 9i+1(A) =9(A). 
If q < n - di, let 
r( T.- 1 = K (T -1 -1 1 2 *lI = [u(li+l),...,u(,i+lq; 
then, again, from the same observations given in step Al, there are n - di - q 
columns of Timl, say uI:+~), . . . , ujir:),, satisfying 
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Notice that, from (26), 
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11 ,,...,l,-~j~P,} c (jl,..., jn-d,}. 
Let Pji+‘) be th e nonsingular matrix which transforms Hi + 1 to Hi*, 1 by 
Gaussian elimination. In P1(“+‘)Hi+, = H,*+ 1, we have Pl(i+l)Ti-l = Tie’. 
From (261, the j,,th column of Tim’ is ed,+m for m = 1, . . . , n - di, so it 
follows from (33) that 
Pl(i+l)T;l( e,,) = TL1 ( eI,) = u!:+‘) = ed,+4+t, t = l,..., n-d,-q. 
(34) 
Consequently, et,, . . . , el,*_,,_ and v,, Av,, . . . , Akl-lvl,. . . ,vi, Av,, . . . , 
Akl-‘v. *>. . . , v, Av, . . . , A’- ’ v are linearly independent, since 
Pl(i+‘)Ti-l 
[ 
vl, Av, ,..., Akl-‘v, ,..., vi, Av, ,..., Akl-‘vi, 
v, Av, . . . , Aq-‘v, el,, . . . , el _ ” 4 ‘I I 
is nonsingular. Thus, {v, Av, . . . , A9- ‘v, el,, . . . , elnmd _ } forms a new basis of 
F’“‘/S,, and if there exists el, for certain 1 < t < n ‘2’ di - q such that 
1Ir( A)elt f 0 (mod Si), 
then q(A) in (32) is not the relative minimal polynomial of F(“‘/S,, and v is 
not a relative regular vector. A different vector v in F’“‘/S,, namely, a 
different linear combination of ejl,. . . , ej _ , , will be chosen at random, and n I. 
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the above procedure will be repeated until 
*‘( 4q = 0 (mod Sj) 
for all t = l,..., n - di - q. This makes W(A) the relative minimal polyno- 
mial of F’“‘/S, and v is a relative regular vector. We may now let 
ki+l =q and *,+,(A) =W(A). 
Since Si = Si _ i @ W,, for y f 0 in F(“)/S,, write y = y0 + y1 + yz with 
ya 4 Si, yi E Wi and y2 E Si-1; then y = (y. + yl) + y2 = y. + y1 (mod 
Si_ 1). Thus y E F(“‘/S,_ 1 and, by assumption, qi( A)y = 0 (mod Si_ i), or 
qi(A)y E Si_i. Since Si_i c Si, therefore, W,(A)y = 0 (mod Si), that is, 
‘P,(h) is an annihilating polynomial for y. Accordingly, qi+ i(A) I qi( A), since 
qi+,(A) is th e re a ive minimal polynomial of F(“)/S,. ( 1 t’ ) 
II: To find vi+ i E F’“’ such that vi+ 1 = v(mod Si)andqi+,(A)vi+, = 0, 
we proceed as follows. 
Since 
There exist polynomials Q,(A), . . . , Q(A) in sf A] such that 
*j(j) = Qj(APi+l(A)~ j=l i. 1.1.) 
It follows from qi+ r( A)v = 0 (mod Si) that qi + i( A)v E Si = W, @ W2 
@ ... @ Wi. Thus, 
%+l(A)v= I? 71(A)? (35) 
1=1 
for certain polynomials r[(A) E 9[A] of degree d k, - 1, 1 = 1,. . . , i. For 
j=l , . . . , i, multiplying both sides of (35) by Qj< A) yields 
Qj( A)‘J’+ 1( A>’ = Zk Qj< A)Tl( A)Vl. 
I= 1 
Since 
v E F’“‘/s, c F’“‘/Si_l c ... C F’“‘, 
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for each j = 1,. . . , i we have 
Qj( A)1Ir,+,( A)v = y( A)v E 0 (mod Sj_i), 
because qj(h) is the relative minimal polynomial of F’“‘/S,._ i. Accordingly, 
i Qj( A)rl( A)v, = 0 (mod Si-l), j=l i >***, 9 (36) 
I=1 
and therefore for j = 1,. . . , i, 
Qj( A)r,( A)vl E 0 (mod Sj-1)’ 1 =j,...,i, 
since nonzero terms (mod Sj_ ,> of (36) are linearly independent (mod Sj_ 1). 
In particular, 
Qj( A)r-( A)? = 0 (mod Sj_l), j = l,...,i. (37) 
Equation (37) shows that the product Qj(h)~(h) is an annihilating 
polynomial for y E F(“)/Sj_ 1 and is therefore divisible by the relative 
minimal polynomial qj(h) = Qj( A)lI’,+ 1(A) of F(“)/S,_ 1 when r&A) # 0. 
Thus~i+,(A)lrj(A)forj=1,2,...,i,when~(A)#0. 
Forj = l,..., i, let q(A) = T~(A)/?~ + ,(A) and 
vi+ 1 =v- i q(A)?. (36) 
j=l 
Then vi+ 1 = v (mod Si) and 
*i+l( A)vi+l = *,+I( A)V - Ik Y’i+l(A)Vj(A)y 
j=l 
= ‘Pi+,( A)v - t T~( A)vj = 0. 
j=l 
To find qj(A), j = 1, . . . , i, let 
Tj( A) = @ + @A + . . . +a&Ak,-l. 
J (3% 
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Since Ti = [v,, Av,, . . . , Aklmlvl, 
(35) 
. . . ,vi, Av,, . . . , Akl-‘vi, e. ,,’ * ..) ej._& 71 bY 
Ti_l’Pi+l( A)v = Z’-’ i q(A)? 
j=l 
= z--1( cxp v1 + a{l)Av, + ..- +af')lAkl-l~l + ... 
I 
+(yf)v. + ,$4,. + e.0 +c&A~~-~v~ > 
= T;‘[v,, Av, ,..., Akl-‘vl ,..., vi, Av, ,..., Akl-‘vi]Y 
I 
where Y = ( af), . . . , a$ 1, . . . , a:), . . . , &:)I T ’ )I = ie ek,,ek,+l,...,ek,+k,,...,ed,]Y I>“‘> 
‘Y’ 
0 
= . 
*, 1 
n - d, . (40) 
,o 
On the other hand, 
Z’i_lqi+l( ‘4)’ = T,-‘(Ak+, - a(ki,+UIAkc+,-l _ . . . -a$i+l’A _ ab”+‘))V 
= _ag+“T;‘(v) - ,y+l’T,-‘( Av) _ . . . 
- af+,l)lTi-l( Ak+-‘v) + Ti-‘( Ak*+lv) 
= [T;‘(v),T;‘(Av),...,T,-L(A~~+~v)]Z 
where Z = (-.6’+1), ++l), ..., _a(ki,+,~)l, 1)’ E F(k+l+“] 
= Ti-‘[v, Av,. . . , Ak*+lv]Z 
= 7'-'[v, Av,. ..,Ak,+lv, Ak,+l+‘v,. ..,A”-dw] 
n-d,+, 
244 T. Y. LI, ET. AL. 
(where d,+, = di + ki+,) 
\ 
from (27) G, : 
Gz 
I 
I I 
1 \ 
G2 :’ 
r1-d,+ 1 \ cJ 
, 
Let Gy and Gz be the first k,, I + 1 columns of G, and G, respectively. 
Then 
I;-“Pi+,( A)v = 
From (40), the last n - d, entries o 
and for the first di entries, 
T,- ’ 
G,*z 
G;z 
v are zero; thus, GgZ = 0, 
So we may obtain all the coefficients of the 7j( AI’s in (39) by calculating Gy Z. 
Equivalently, the product GTZ can be calculated by applying Gaussian 
elimination to reduce 
F, = 
G: 
1 (I+ 1) a0 
1 0 (i+ I) aI 
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to the following matrix: 
G1** 
1 0 
245 
namely, multiplying the jth column of F, by -c$?~“, j = 1, . . . , ki+ 1, and 
adding to the last column yields F,. Obviously, the last column of CT* is 
GTZ = [ ‘~6’) ,..., c& ,..., a$), . . . . C$$ 
and the first k i + 1 columns of GT and GT* are the same. Notice that this 
procedure of calculating GTZ can be carried out within Eiyl in (31). 
With known TV, j = 1, . . . , i, in (39), we may calculate 
and 
1 
"i+ 1 =v- &j--(A)y. 
j=l 
Now, let 
and 
(41) 
T,,, = vl, Av, ,..., A-v1 ,..., v~+~, Av~+~ ,..., 
Ah+ 1 -1”. r+l,ell,..., e’“-d,+l * I 
246 
To find Ti,‘,, we need the matrix 
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T,-%[v,+,] = Ti-l[vi+l, Av~,~,..., Akg+~-l~i+l]. 
In order to obtain this matrix efficiently, we write vj(A), j = 1,. . . , i, in (41) 
as 
77j(h) = pp + p,‘Q + . . . +Pk(j)ki+l_lhkl-ki+l-l 
I 
= (1, A )...) P+qAj, 
where hj = ( p,$j). /3jj’ ,...’ P,$y!ki+,_l)T. Then 
i 
vi+1 =v- xqj(A)vj 
j=l 
(42) 
Al 
= v - [ vl, Av, ,..., Akl-kt+l-l~l, . . . . vl, Av,, . . . . Ak,-k*+l-lvi] I I : . 
\ I 4 
With Ti = [v,, Av, ,..., Akl-l~l ,..., vi, Av, ,..., Akl-‘vi,ej,,...,ej,_,,I, we 
have 
Tj-‘vi+l = Ti-‘v - Ti-’ 
A, 
x [vl, Av,, . . . , Akl-k,+l- ‘vl, . . . , vj, Av,, . . . , Ak~+~+l-‘vi] 
i: ii 
= Tim’v - [e,,e,,... 7 ek,-k,+,7 ek,+l> ek,+2,see7 
1 
7 
Ai,_o,.,.,$A,,_O ,..., 0, ,..., A,,$.:.,~ 
k I+ I k It I k ,+1 
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Similarly, for 2 = 1,. . . , ki+l - 1, 
T.- ‘Ah = 1+1 T.-'A'v - t , . . . )  0, A,, 0 ,...) 0,o ,..., OJ,,_0,.~.,0_> -- 
1 k ,+, -1 1 k,_, - I 
. . . ) 0 ) . . . )  o,ni,p,..., I T. 
1 k 1+1 -1 
It follows that if 
‘Ml ’ )kl 
M* )kz 
Tj-l[v, Av, . . . , Ak~+l-lv] = : : 
ii ;k, 
,Mi+l, )n -da 
with 
’ m(ii,) . . . rn\$ ’ 
a+1 
M;+ ‘... for j = l,...,i 
m(kl,,), . . . 
\ 
mpl! k,,, , 
and 
‘Ml* ’ }k, 
M2* )kz 
Ti-l[vi+l, Av~,~,..., Ak~+L-lvi+l] = : : , 
tii* jk, 
Adi:,, 1-c 
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then forj = l,..,,i 
and MT+, = Mi+l. 
Write 
E= 
then 
(44) 
Moreover, the matrix Mi + 1 consists of the first ki + I columns of G, in (27), 
and the nonsingular matrix Pl(i+l) which transforms Hi+ 1 in (28) to Hi*+ 1 in 
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(29) by Gaussian elimination acts only on the last n - di rows of Hi+ 1. Thus, 
P,“+Lv,-LK[vi+l] = (45) 
Now, 
P(i+L)T*-LITi+l, I,] 1 
= pii+‘)Ti-’ 
[ 
vl, Av, ,..., Akl-‘vl ,..., 
v~+~, Av,+~,..., Akl+l-lv~+l,el,,...,ei._~,+,,z”] 
= 
E 0 i-1L CT  
g11 **- &k,+, 
0 -.* ; 0 
0 gk+,>k,+, 
J_,et Pii+ ‘) be the matrix which reduces HF+ 1 in (30) to gF+*I in (31) by 
Gaussian elimination. Again, Pii + ‘) acts only on the last n - di rows (in fact, 
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only on the first ki + i rows of the last n - di rows) of Hi: i, and 
P1”+“Ti-‘[Ti+,, I,,] has the same last n - di rows except that the last one is 
missing one column, namely the (di+ 1 + I)th column, so 
P~i+‘)P1(i+‘)Ti-l[Ti+l, Z”] = 
I, E 0 CT -1 ) 1 or, 0 ** 
I+ I 
0 0 I& 
If I 2 
Use Gaussian elimination to eliminate E in the above matrix; then Tiyl, 
clearly equals the matrix consisting of the last n columns of the resulting 
matrix. 
In summary, the computation of Ti;‘, can be accomplished 
following procedure: 
(Pl) Take Hiyi in (3I), and let 9 = ki + I; we have 
Hi*+, =
Gl 
(i+ I) 
a0 
0 
(i+ 1) 
‘k,+,-1 
0 
I 
n-cl,+, 
0 
-1 K 1 1 
( \ ** 
T-l 
\ 2 
by the 
(P2) Delete the (di+ 1 + I)th column of the above matrix. 
(P3) Replace the first ki+ 1 columns of G, by E in (44), which is the 
matrix that results from subtracting the Pf” ‘s in (42) from the corresponding 
entries of the first ki+ i columns of G, as shown in (43). 
(P4) Replace that last n - di+ i columns of G, by 0. 
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(P5) Use Gaussian elimination on the resulting matrix 
i 
Id E 0 
to eliminate E, arriving at 
/ 
In 
\ 
Then 
-1 CT 1 1 
I 
** 
T’ 
2 
Ti;‘, = 
-1 * (T ) 1 I 1 -1 ** K ) 2 
4.2. Implementation of Step B 
Step B: Determine the structures of the Jordan blocks in the Jordan 
normal form of A. 
-1 * (T 1 ’ 1 
-1** * 
K ) 2 / 
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Bl: A common squarefree relatively prime basis {aI, (p2,. . . , cp,) in HA] 
for the minimal polynomials ql, q2, . . . , Wt constructed in step A satisfying 
the decomposition 
where mlk > m2k *** 2 mtk > 0 for k = 1,2,. . . , r, can be generated by 
means of symbolic computation as follows. 
252 
For k, = deg ?J A), let d,(A) = Yrl( A) and 
T. Y. LI, ET. AL. 
In the proof of Lemma 3.1, we have shown that if {vl,. . . , q,,) is a squarefree 
relatively prime basis of 9JA) such that 
'PI(A) = [~l(A)]'"'[8,(A)]7f12 -0. [es(A)]‘“” 
with m, > 0 (i = 1,. . . , s> and m, < m2 < *** < m,y, then for vii(A) = 
di_ JA)/d,(A), i = 1,. . . , m, - 1, we have, ignoring the constant factors, 
4( A) 
771(A) = rl(A) - = O,(A)8,(A)..e O,(A), 
1 
4,&A) 
71,J A) = dn,2( A) 
= ‘h(A) *” es(A), 
4n9 - d A) 
%,lA) = d,,JA) = es(A) 
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Thus. 
Therefore, to generate (O,, . . . , 0,) and find m,, m2,. . . , m,?, we may com- 
pute 
to yield the sequence 
77 
,1>._ J/> 
77 
. . tli+l # 1+.,1,, n1+“z+2 # l,l,... . 
77 n,+2 %1+11p+3 
” I “2 
Then 
ml = 12, + 1, e,(A) = _-T&L) 
Tn,,+l 
7n2 = m, + n2 + 1, O,(A) = _k 
%,+ 1’ 
mj = mj_l + nj + 1, 6',(A) = 77,, , 
11 m, + 1 
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The process stops when m, deg 8, + a.* +m, deg 0, = k, for certain s, and 
clearly, (or, . . . , 0,) constitutes a squarefree relatively prime basis of 9,(A) 
for which 
*,(A) = [el<A)]m1[e,(h)]m2 -jes(h)]ms. 
By the polynomial “long division” in fi A] [ 151, Yr,( A) can be decomposed 
as 
‘P2(A) = [f31(A)]b’[ep(A)]b’ -+s(A>]bs@,(A), 
where @I,( A) is not divisible by any ei, and bi < m,, i = 1,. . . , s. 
Calculate TV = gcd(Bi, O,), i = 1, . . . , s, by means of symbolic compu- 
tation [X3]. For those i’s with deg TV > 0, 0, has a nontrivial decomposi- 
tion 
ei(A) = Ti(A)Si(A), i = l,...,s; 
for TV = 1, let &(A) = e,(A). Write 
O,(A) = T;I( A)T$( A) 1.. T,‘,$ A)@,( A). 
Replace e,(A) by TV, &(A), i = 1, . . . , s; then 
Obviously, ignoring those T~(A)'s with degree 0 in {or, er,. . . , Ts, es), a 
new squarefree relatively prime basis of WI(A) is constructed. By repeating 
the same procedure for (47) until the factor O,(A) of q2 which is not 
divisible by polynomials in the basis becomes a constant, a common square- 
free relatively prime basis of both ‘Pr( A) and q2(A) is produced. 
Inductively, when a common squarefree relatively prime basis for 
WI(A),..., Wj_ r(A) has been constructed, a common squarefree relatively 
prime basis for both qj_ r(A) and qj(A) can be constructed by the above 
procedure to serve as a common squarefree relatively prime basis for 
*r(A), * * * > *j(A). 
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B2: Corresponding to each &“ik in (46) for k = 1,. . . , r and i = 1,. . . , t; 
there are pk = deg (pk Jordan blocks of order mik of the form 
Akl -y 0 
1 
I=1 >**-> pk, (48) 
,o “&, 
“‘lkXmik 
in the Jordan normal form of A, where the Ak,‘s are zeros of qk. Without 
knowing those zeros, the structure of the Jordan normal form of A is 
determined at this stage. 
REMARK 4.1. The computation in step A involves only Gaussian elimina- 
tions and divisions between polynomials, and the major computation in step 
B is to generate a common squarefree relatively prime basis. Those computa- 
tions can all be carried out by symbolic computation. Therefore, if all the 
entries in the given matrix A consist of only rational numbers, then the 
structures of the Jordan blocks in the Jordan normal form of A can be 
determined exactly. 
4.3. Zmplementation of Step C 
Step C: Calculate the Jordan normal form of A. 
In order to fill in the diagonal entries of the matrix in (48), the zeros of 
vi,. . . , 4p, in (46), which may not be in S; need to be evaluated. The 
approximation of those zeros can be accomplished by well-established sub- 
routines, such as the Jenkins-Traub routine [21 in the IMSL library. When 
those zeros are available, the complete Jordan normal form of A is achieved. 
Although the hkl’s are eigenvahies of A, it is inappropriate to approxi- 
mate them by calculating the eigenvalues of A using standard codes such as 
EISPACK [16] or the more advanced LAPACK [ll, because if hk, is obtained as 
an eigenvalue of A, it might fail to provide the information of the location to 
which hk, belongs. 
5. COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENT 
On p. 248 in [S], Golub and Van Loan presented a 10 X 10 matrix to 
illustrate the difficulty of calculating the Jordan normal form of a matrix by 
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numerical computation as follows: 
A= 
1 1 1 -2 1 -1 2 -2 4 -3 
-1 2 3 -4 2 -2 4 -4 8 -6 
-1 0 5 -5 3 -3 6 -6 12 -9 
-1 0 3 -4 4 -4 8 -8 16 - 12 
-1 0 3 -6 5 -4 10 -10 20 - 15 
-1 0 3 -6 2 -2 12 -12 24 - 18 
-1 0 3 -6 2 -5 15 -13 28 -21 
-1 0 3 -6 2 -5 12 -11 32 -24 
-1 0 3 -6 2 -5 12 -14 37 -26 
,-1 0 3 -6 2 -5 12 -14 36 -25 
We use the algorithm described in Section 4 to obtain the Jordan normal 
form of A. For symbolic computation used in step A and step B, we take 
advantage of routines available in Mathematics [lS]. The main procedures 
and results are described as follows. 
1. Let I,, = [e,, es,. . . , el,,] be the identity matrix of order 10, and 
randomly choose a nonzero vector vi E F(iO), for example, 
VI = e, + +e2 + fe, + $e, + $e5 + $e6 + +e, + +e, + +e9 + he,,. 
Then K[v,] = [vl, Av,, . . . , A”‘v,] is of the form 
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Utilizing Gaussian elimination with row pivoting for [ K[v,], Zr,], we obtain 
‘I’(h) = A6 - 13A5 + 69h4 - 191A3 + 290A2 - 228A + 72. 
Since %‘( A)ei = 0 for i = 1,2,5,6, Y(h) is the minimal polynomial or F(“) 
and v1 is a regular vector. So *\I A) = 9(A), W, = Span{v,, Av,, . . . , A5v,}, 
and {e,, e2, e,, e,} is a basis of Foo)/W1, Meanwhile, 
and 
T, = [vr, Av,,..., A5v,,e,,e2,e5,e6] 
'0 0 13608 -67716 0 0 F &%?7760 2751esao 18716760 
-49 -49 T 0 0 -35748 178416 0 0 -T 22&%?0 73061190 49610!370 
49 T -49 0 0 35496 -177912 0 0 7555!320 22136140 
-49 
-???ig?s 49631065 
49 0 0 - 16896 85152 0 0 --+ 10429050 71180955 
49 98 
-48098655 
0 0 3888 
- 
19716 0 0 119880 
-338640 1191510 6027% 
Ti-l= 
0 0 -348 1776 00 -F 2091jo -7 1521615 7 102,815 -98 
10 -8 -8 00 140 ““SO -;“sS 120 
01 -2 -4 00 y -loso -2460 1755 
49 49 49 
00 0 0 10 -F a0 sl -28 49 00 0 0 01 -2 _?+ !Z 
T -+ 
2. Arbitrarily choose a vector v E F (lo)/W1 which is a linear combina- 
tion of e,, e2, es, and e6, for example 
v = +el + +e2 + ze5 + ge6. 
Form the matrix K[v] = [v, Av, A2v, A3v, A4v], and compute T,‘K[v]. 
Use Gaussian elimination with row pivoting on the submatrix consisting of the 
last four rows of the following matrix: 
This step gives the relative minimal polynomial of v in F(l”)/W1: 
@(A) = A4 - 10A3 + 37A2 - 60A + 36. 
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Since deg @(A) = 4 = 10 - deg *I( A), we may define ?I’,( A) = @(A). Next, 
compute 
T,-l*s(A)v = (-288,768, -776,376, -88,8,0,0,O,O)r. 
Then 
thus 
Define 
then 
7(h) = 8A5 - 88A4 + 376A3 - 776A2 + 768A - 288; 
r)(A) = 
T(A) 
~ = 8A - 8. 
92( A) 
v2 = v - 8( Av, - vV,); 
2441 334 232 338 5641 104 197 284 478 478 T 
v2=(-~~315’105~~,1260~1~~7~,~,iiis) * 
Since q2(A)v2 = 0, we define 
W, = Span{v, , Av,, A2v2, A3v2}. 
For qi( A) and q2(A), a common squarefree relatively prime basis 
((A - l), (A - 2), (A - 3)) in fl A] is found (by means of symbolic computa- 
tion) such that 
‘Pl( A) = (A - l)( A - 2)3( A - 3)2, 
‘P2( A) = (A - 2)“( A - 3)2. 
It follows that the Jordan normal form J of A is of the form 
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